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How you can help…

• Make a one-off or regular donation

• Join one of our fundraising events or create your own
• Sign up to the Charity lottery
	The Charity office is located on the front concourse of the hospital
– please come and visit, or contact us.
Phone: 020 7472 6761
Email: rf.fundraising@nhs.net
Online: royalfreecharity.org
…and don’t forget to follow us

@RoyalFreeChty

LE AVIN G A LE GAC Y
Remembering the Royal Free in your will
The gifts that our supporters leave
to us in their Wills make a significant
contribution to the many ways in which
the Royal Free Charity makes a real
difference to the quality of care received
by patients at the Royal Free. Your
support from gifts in Wills contributes to
a range of pioneering medical research
and helps to set up patient support
groups. It also enables our team of
volunteers to provide valuable assistance
to patients throughout our hospitals,
and helps to fund stress-reducing
massage therapies for patients receiving
treatments and care for conditions such
as cancer, leukaemia and dementia.

We need your support to continue
funding these services that make such a
difference for the patients at the Royal
Free. Making a gift in your Will to the
charity, no matter how large or small,
is a straightforward way to help make
that difference.
We provide a free Will writing service
for our existing supporters. Get in touch
for advice and information.
Fred Adams
Trusts and Legacies Manager
Phone: 020 7317 7772
Email: fred.adams@nhs.net
Alternatively visit our website for
more information.
royalfreecharity.org/give/legacy-gift

Charity no 1165672

extrahelpings celebrates
fundraisers, volunteers, supporters
and the difference they make to
the lives of those who are sick and
vulnerable. In this issue we are
featuring patient support groups,
which create a space for patients and
clinicians to come together and share
information and experiences.
Each supporter brings a different
element to the Charity and we hope
you feel inspired to add your own
support, so that more patients can
be helped in the future.
If you have your own story to share
we would love to hear from you.
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Q&A:

Lorane Fitch

Lorane is a patient at the Royal Free
and is involved in organising the NET
patient support group.
Why are Neuroendocrine Tumours (NETs) known
as a ‘quiet cancer’?

NETs are usually slow growing cancers
predominantly found in the digestive system
and the symptoms are fairly non-specific, for
instance occasional abdominal pain, flushing and
tiredness. The cancer can spread from the initial
site to other parts of the body such as the liver
before a correct diagnosis is made, hence the
term ‘quiet cancer.’
What is your motivation for being involved in the
organisation of the NET group?

I was diagnosed in early 2005 and referred to the
Royal Free NET Unit under Prof Caplin, and have
been under their care ever since. The Royal Free
is designated as a European Centre of Excellence
for NETs and the team is at the forefront of
diagnosis and treatment not only in the UK but
in Europe. Their care
With
my
experience also
for me over the last eleven
of different treatment years has been exemplary
regimens, involvement in and I felt I wanted to give
research trials, and some something back.

insight into how to deal
with a chronic disease, I felt
I could best use some of my
free time to assist in running
the patient support group.

How does this group support
NET patients?

When you are first
diagnosed with cancer it
is very frightening and
you are bewildered by
the different available treatments and all the
investigations you will have to undergo. As NET
is an uncommon and complex cancer, getting
information from the internet, which is often
one of the first places people turn to, can be very
difficult and confusing. Furthermore, when you
go to an outpatient appointment you may have
forgotten some of the questions you had been
meaning to ask.
At a group meeting of patients and their
carers and relatives, you can hear talks from
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experts on subjects the group members have
asked for, and engage in discussions afterwards
where people often feel more relaxed and able
to ask specific questions of those experts.
Our group has had talks from many members of
the NET team including Prof Caplin and fellow
consultants, NET nurse specialists and dieticians.
Of equal importance, it allows patients to meet
and discuss any aspects of their treatment
and care.
Why are NET patients so actively involved in
fundraising?

Fundraising goes towards research into diagnosis
and treatment, as well as raising awareness
among the general public and medical profession
about this uncommon cancer. We have had both
relatives and patients involved in activities from
cake-making to marathon running.
What does the future hold for NET patients?

Funding for treatment remains a major issue,
and the Royal Free NET team as well as others
in the UK are lobbying MPs and trying to raise
awareness of NETs and the best ways to treat
them. However, since my diagnosis eleven years
ago I have benefitted from major developments
in available treatments, and the latest advance
comes with trials using immunotherapy.
The future is bright due to the active research
interests of the Royal Free team and other
groups across the world.

royalfreecharity.org/do/patient-support-groups

Patients who feel well
supported can experience:

A friend
when you
need one
The Royal Free Charity’s main aim is
to make every patient’s experience
the best it can be. One of the ways
we do this is by supporting patient
support groups.

These groups are attended by patients, relatives,
carers and clinicians, and create a space to
discuss the latest developments in the care and
treatment of a certain condition, as well as share
experiences and advice on lifestyle and wellbeing.
Groups also organise fundraising activities so that
they can support the services, medical equipment
and research they have identified as beneficial to
patients’ lives.

1 Improved mental health and
wellbeing
2 Empowerment to better
cope with their condition
3 Reduced social isolation

N E U RO E N D O C R I N E TU M O U R S
(NET )
Contact: jorge.garcia-hernandez@nhs.net
It is common for a patient not to come in contact
with anyone who shares their condition in their
local area and this group allows patients, carers
and relatives to meet and talk with people
who know what they are going through, and
share stories and advice. The group produces
a regular newsletter and posts clips online of
talks at meetings. Members of the group are also
very active fundraisers, supporting pioneering
research led by Prof Caplin at the Royal Free.
AC UTE F O OT G RO U P
Contact: richardleigh1@nhs.net
This group’s meetings focus on day to day patient
experiences, research into diabetic foot care
and fundraising. Following the last meeting,
the group agreed to purchase a ‘FLIR’ thermal
imager for the podiatry clinic to link to its new
iPads. This equipment will enable clinicians to
take thermal images of patients’ feet. This can
assist clinicians to better judge the status of
certain conditions where temperature is a key
factor, as well as show patients an image of their
foot, giving them clearer and more detailed
information about their condition.
Thank you to Helen, a patient who donated
£1,250 after attending the last meeting.

Other support groups include Gallstone
and Primary Immunodeficiency. If you are
a patient or their relative and would like
to get involved in setting up a group for a
certain condition, please get in touch.
Online: royalfreecharity.org/contact
Email: rf.fundraising@nhs.net
Phone: 020 7472 6761
Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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Supporter stories
Hear some of our supporters tell us how and why they
decided to fundraise.

PA S S I N G O N TH E BATO N
£930 raised for Liver Patient Benefit
Liz ran her last ever marathon in
Paris this year and her son Sam joined
her for his first. Liz: ‘it is exactly
twenty years since I ran my first
marathon in London but it seems like
only yesterday that I was clutching
Sam’s tiny hand as we walked across
Greenwich Common to the start.
What better way to celebrate this
anniversary than to grab that little
hand and drag him onto the start line
with me. It was Sam’s idea to run for
the Royal Free Charity, the hospital
where his dad received a lifesaving
liver transplant in 2013.’

You can fundraise for any
department in the Royal
Free and we will support you
to achieve your target! You
can direct your support to a
specific department of the
Royal Free, Barnet or Chase
Farm Hospitals, or to patient
services in general. Please get
in touch.
Online: royalfreecharity.org/contact
Phone: 020 7472 6761
Email: rf.fundraising@nhs.net
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FA M I LY F U N D R A I S E R
£26,966 raised for Neuroendocrine
Tumour Research
With an original target of £5,000,
patient Noreen, and her family and
friends, organised a fundraiser at the
Claddagh Ring in Hendon, with a disco,
buffet, raffle and auction. They told us,
‘as a family who have experienced the
benefits of the outstanding research
and treatment provided by the
Quiet Cancer Appeal first hand, we
arranged a fundraising event to
contribute back.’

BECKY CONQUERS
TH E G R I Z Z LY
£2,416 raised for Amyloidosis
Research
Becky: ‘I crossed another thing off
my bucket list this year by taking
part in the aptly named “Grizzly” –
twenty-ish hilly, boggy, beachy, wet
miles of the muddiest terrain running
you will find this side of the end-oftime. It’s a fantastic experience with
wonderful camaraderie and the most
spectacular views, not to mention the
sorest of leg muscles the following
day! Incorporating a deafening start
on the shingle beach at Seaton in
Devon, the “run” takes in some tough
hill ascents, some even tougher
downhills, a beach run, a lot of water,
mud and bogs and the infamous
“stairway to heaven”, a rather steep
cliff ascent at mile 17, just when you
least need any more steps to climb.
Perhaps the most poignant moment
of the race for me was stopping at
the tree of remembrance to tie on my
memorial ribbon. My ribbon was for
my father in law, Jim, whose life was
taken by Amyloidosis in 2013 and
was cared for by the Royal Free.
If you like cross-country running
(or even if you don’t!) and you fancy a
challenge, try the Grizzly! The event
thoroughly deserves its cult status
and I can’t recommend it enough.’

BOSOM BUDDIES
5 -A- S I D E F O OTBA LL
£105 raised for the Maternity Ward
A group of midwives from the Royal
Free London played a 5 a side charity
football match, raising funds ‘to
support women and their families to
get feeding their babies off to the best
start.’
C L A R E I N S PI R E D
BY BA BY A R I A
£398 raised for the Barnet Starlight
Neonatal Unit
Clare ran two 10k events, including
the Vitality run in central London, for
the Starlight Neonatal Unit at Barnet
Hospital. Her colleague Leanne gave
birth prematurely, and she and her
baby Aria were so well cared for by
the Unit that Clare wanted to say
thank you. She had her own baby two
years ago and decided that she could
no longer use ‘baby weight’ as an
excuse and so took on this challenge
– in her own words – ‘to banish the
mum tum!’

C A RYS RU N S F O R
HER NAN
£1,049 raised for Patient Services &
Staff Wellbeing
Carys: ‘this year my beautiful
nanny passed away after her heart
gave up during recovery from a hip
operation. She spent her last ten
days in the Royal Free Hospital and
was incredibly well looked after by
clinicians, doctors and nurses. I was
struck by the empathy and attention
to care that I saw throughout my
visits to the hospital, and during this
difficult time the staff managed to
lift our spirits. We are a large Irish
family and were extremely well
accommodated, even when we took
up most of the ward and arrived
outside of hours!
To say thank you from all of us,
my partner Edd and I ran the Great
Newham 10k run. It was an amazing
atmosphere on the day and the run
finished in the Olympic Stadium – it’s
not often you can say you crossed the
finish line there!
We have raised just over £1,000
for the hospital and I hope this token
will demonstrate just how much we
valued the care given to my nanny,
who truly was the most wonderful
woman.’

Thank you to all of our fundraisers!
By thinking of others despite your own
losses and challenges you have made a
difference to the lives of patients at the
Royal Free. Thank you as well to Laura
who climbed Mount Snowdon, and Simon
and Michelle who walked 25k across
Mallorca, all for the Chase Farm Garden
Project, as well as NET Patient Support
Group (see pages 2-3) organisers Mike
Wright and Jorge Garcia-Hernandez who
took on the London Olympic Triathlon,
and Sandra and Marcia who organised
a fashion show for Immunotherapy
Research.

Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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Medical equipment
update
Supporters of the Royal Free Charity enable various clinical departments to
purchase extra medical equipment that falls outside the scope of NHS funding
but can complement a patient’s medical treatment and improve their experience.
AC C U V E I N S F O R C H I LD R E N AT
TH E ROYA L F R E E A N D BA R N E T
Ilana told us ‘after a visit with my toddler to the
Royal Free A&E, I discovered that they do not
have an Accuvein: a device that illuminates a
patient’s veins to assist clinicians when taking
blood. It is particularly helpful when taking blood
from children to help the staff find the best vein
on the first try, and I had seen a similar gadget in
use at Great Ormond Street. After conversations
with the Royal Free Charity, consultants at the
Royal Free, and equipment company Q Medical
Technologies, I decided to fundraise so that
the Accuvein Illuminator machines could be
purchased to help future patients.’
Ilana has raised £10,572 to purchase three
Accuvein Illuminator machines with stands, for
Royal Free Paediatric A&E and the Paediatric
Ward, and Barnet Paediatric A&E. There is still
a need for a fourth Accuvein for the Royal Free
Children’s Clinic, to reduce patient’s distress
when having blood taken, as well as lower
infection rates due to accuracy.
If you would like to contribute please go to:
justgiving.com/AccuveinsforRoyalFreePaediatrics

TR AC H Y T. O . M .
The Intensive Care Unit team at the Royal Free
used £138 of funds raised for their department to
purchase an anatomical model. The Tracheostomy
Tube Observation Model, or ‘Trachy T.O.M.’
displays the nare, oral cavity, pharynx, trachea
and upper oesophagus of a tracheotomised adult.
It is ideal for hands-on demonstration, training
of skills necessary for tracheostomy care and
discussion of tracheostomy and nasogastric tube
placement issues.

PR I C E Y: A D E S E RV E D LE G AC Y
Family and friends of Richard ‘Pricey’ Price,
came together to raise nearly £6,000 for the
Physiotherapy Team to buy a MOTOmed muvi,
a piece of equipment to support patients having
physiotherapy to exercise their arms and legs,
giving an opportunity for simultaneous whole
body training.
Pricey’s friends explained their inspiration
for wanting to buy this equipment: ‘loved by
many and cruelly taken away from us earlier this
year, as amateur sporting legends go, they don’t
come much bigger than Pricey – actually, forget
sporting legend, just legend does it. No one will
forget his bravery and the humility he used to
fight his condition right to the end. Given his love
of all sports and appreciation for the fantastic
support he received as a patient at the Royal
Free, we put on a number of sporting events and
raised enough to purchase a MOTOmed muvi
for the use of physiotherapy patients. By doing
something healthy and fun we hoped to extend
Pricey’s legacy to help others who might suffer
as he did.’
VA P OTH E R M A PPE A L F O R
BA R N E T
The Barnet Paediatric Department has raised
£1,293 so far of the £5,000 target needed to
buy a Vapotherm: a non-invasive ventilator for
babies and children having breathing difficulties.
It is mobile so that patients who need to be
transported for tests can continue to use the
same breathing equipment, without interruption
to their care. Paediatric Senior Sister Rinal Desai
says it is ‘a rescue piece of equipment which
prevents children having to go to Intensive Care.’
If you would like to contribute please go to:
royalfreecharity.org/donate
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Events
update
Read the results of our big fundraising
events this year!

WA LK F O R WA R D S
£7,838 raised
On a sunny Sunday in July sixty supporters joined
us for a leafy walk in the beautiful Trent Park.
There was a lovely sense of coming together for
a good cause, with everyone supporting different
clinical areas that are special to them.
S U PE R H E RO RU N
£3,007 raised
Seventeen superheroes descended onto Regent’s
Park to take on a 5k or 10k route and raise money
for their chosen areas of support. Everyone
was very entertained when numerous fired-up
Batmans and Supermans went head to head in
sprints to the finish line.

PRU D E NTI A L R I D E LO N D O N S U R R E Y 10 0
We have places each year for this 100 mile bike
race from Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to the
Mall via the Surrey countryside, so contact us to
apply for a place.
Gaye raised £989 for the Chase Farm Garden
Project: ‘Dementia is a horrible disease – my
mother suffered from it, as does my half-sister,
who does not recognise me and is in full time care.
The cycle was an amazing experience and a great
way to do something to help local people.’
Nick raised £458 for Tuberculosis & Lung
Disease Research : ‘I am exceptionally grateful
for everything that the staff did for a dear friend
of mine and her family over the many years she
received treatment at the Royal Free. When I
was fundraising for the event I was overwhelmed
by people’s generosity and I had an amazing
experience on the day.’
You can sign up to any of our
future events on our website.
Online: royalfreecharity.org/events

LO N D O N M A R ATH O N 2 016 £27,049 raised
Thank you to our runners who raised this combined total!
You can apply for a place to run for us in 2017 by Friday 28th October 2016.
Rob Borthwick
Mark Clements
Joshua Conners
Niamh Coughlan
Denise Duffy
Sue Fell
Nicholas Lyne
Alastair Machell
Susan Oliver
Kate Rock
Andrew Royce
David Rushton
Dan Wood

03:24:38
03:30:41
03:25:43
04:29:55
05:13:36
05:15:03
04:58:47
08:01:00
06:07:26
04:32:17
04:15:16
05:27:44
04:35:59

£3,456
£2,233
£1,628
£1,250
£1,973
£1,792
£2,581
£1,380
£2,069
£2,621
£1,471
£1,858
£2,739

Neuroendocrine Tumour Research
Liver Transplant Research
Barnet Children’s Ward
Intensive Care Unit
Intensive Care Unit
St Peter’s Trust for Kidney, Bladder & Prostate Research
Dementia Carer Support
Kidney Patients
Liver Research
Barnet Dementia Care
Cancer Research
Chaplaincy
St Peter’s Trust for Kidney, Bladder & Prostate Research
Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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Fundraising
volunteers
Our fundraising volunteers make a big difference to
patients through their enthusiasm to support the
hospital. They range in age from 16 to 80 plus and help us
with events and collections, bringing a smile to all they meet.
We would like to say thank you to all our
fundraising volunteers who raise thousands
of pounds from our Charity stand in the
hospital, selling raffle tickets, promoting
events and engaging with visitors. This
additional support has benefitted, amongst
others, the Care of the Elderly wards, the
Complementary Massage Therapy service
and the General Fund for Patient Services.
Salma is a regular fundraiser and
comes in twice a week for around
three hours. She shared her
simple but effective slogan with
us: ‘donations help patients!’

Sue helped to cheer on our
London Marathon 2016 runners
at Deptford. ‘I help out at the
hospital because they looked after
my mum. Cheering on the runners
was a wonderful day, the atmosphere of the
crowd was really exciting.’
Amongst her other volunteer
duties in the hospital, Judi
fundraises once a week and
says it is ‘a fun and valuable
thing to do.’
At our inaugural Walk for Wards
event Austin helped to put up
signage around the park and
distributed water and medals to
participants. ‘It was a brilliant day
and everyone was very nice to me.’
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Creative volunteer Ebony designed
an alternative poster for our abseil
event.

Sana and Faize are participating
in the young volunteer summer
placement and stand with flyers
and a collection bucket at the main
entrance for a few hours a week playing
music on the jukebox.
‘I like welcoming people into the hospital
and seeing them enjoy the music – Bob Marley is
really popular and people start bobbing up and
down to it.’ – Sana
‘It’s surprising to see how generous people
can be, sometimes putting in tenners or twenties,
they can be really grateful to the hospital.’ – Faize

A R E YO U I NTE R E STE D I N
FUNDR AISING?
We provide opportunities for fundraising volunteers
within the hospital and community. You do not have to
commit to a minimum number of hours or days, you
can come in regularly or as a one-off for an event, and
you can have the chance to wear a pair of oversized
sunglasses and a purple wig! If you have half an hour to
spare to support the fundraising team then we would
love to hear from you.
Online: royalfreecharity.org/contact
Phone: 020 7472 6761
Email: rf.fundraising@nhs.net

In the financial year to March 2016,
the team gave 43,900 complementary
therapy massages, and this is the
second year that they have given
over 40,000 treatments.

Massage therapy
The Complementary Massage Therapy service at the
Royal Free works alongside medical treatment, providing
therapy that eases pain and anxiety, lowers blood pressure,
and promotes relaxation and healthy sleeping patterns.
All patients with any condition can be considered for this
treatment, and for many it is the highlight of their day.
A MESSAGE FROM KEITH
Care of the Elderly and Dementia Care

The team has been able to give specialist care
by sending the same therapist on a daily basis to
patients who are elderly and/or are affected by
dementia. In this way the therapist and patient
can build a rapport, even breaking ground in
patients with dementia through their recognition
of the therapist on some days. The patients are
met with a lovely smile from the therapist, which
helps to encourage trust and foster a sense of
comfort.
OUR SUPERHERO STEVE
‘I see the difference massage therapy makes.’
Steve Downer works for the Trust and over the
past five years has completed seven 10k runs and
two half marathons, raising £3,177 so far for the
Complementary Massage Therapy service. His
next challenges are the Richmond half marathon
in September and the Santa Run in December.
Read more and support him at:
justgiving.com/Steve-Downer

it’s in
our
h a nds

Eve is a 90 year old patient of ours and enjoys
her regular massage and chat. She isn’t our
oldest, as we have two patients over 100 at the
moment, but they were both camera shy! Eve told
us that before she started receiving massages
she felt very lonely on the ward. Now the visits
from the Complementary Massage Therapy
team bring Eve comfort and give her a friendly
person to talk to, making her feel less isolated.
She found out about the service through her
physiotherapist who recommended it to her in the
hope of relieving some of her anxiety. She said
that it has become essential for her wellbeing to
be massaged and is relieved that she was referred
to the massage service.
Your donations make this holistic area of care
possible, providing a link between medical care
and a patient’s wellbeing, and companionship for
someone who might have few or no visitors.

Yours in touch,
Keith Hunt MBE
Complementary Therapy Coordinator

You can also make a donation.
Text: CALM77 £5 (or any amount) to 70070
Online: royalfreecharity.org/donate
Cheque: Send a cheque payable to Royal Free
Charity Fund 270 to FREEPOST ROYAL FREE
CHARITY (no additional address or stamp needed)
Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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Voluntary Services
Department
Our volunteers come from a variety of social, cultural and
religious backgrounds and have many different reasons for giving
their time, energy and skills. They help improve the patient
experience and work to support the Royal Free staff, making the
hospital a more welcoming place for patients and visitors.

LO I S P OT TE R TE LL S U S A B O UT
H E R E X PE R I E N C E
Reading aloud is something I’ve always enjoyed.
I read to my younger brother when we were
children and all through my teaching career
I held play-readings for students. After I retired
I spent four years with my mother so that she
could stay in her own home until she died at
the age of 102. What I read to her was mostly
detective fiction, as we enjoyed trying to deduce
the murderer. I realised that reading aloud was
a social experience, different from listening to
an audiobook.
Detective fiction won’t work for a hospital
where people are constantly coming and
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going, so I visit the wards with a small
volume of poetry instead. The responses vary
enormously. I often have to make it clear that
I’m not doing this for money, and that I’m
not a missionary! Many people say that they
don’t like, or aren’t ‘into’ poetry. Sometimes
they say, ‘oh well, why not?’ or agree just to
humour me. Some ask for specific poems or
poets; others prefer me to choose; some even
start reciting themselves, remembering what
they studied at school. A few have asked for
more than one poem, apologising for keeping
me so long. The reading also gives them a
chance to talk, of course.
Penguin’s Poems for Life is the collection
I take round with me, as it has a large range of
authors and subjects, but I supplement it from
my own memory, and am delighted that I’ve
finally found a use for it. Perhaps the two most
popular poems have been Rudyard Kipling’s If
and Philip Larkin’s An Arundel Tomb, both of
which are in this anthology.
I’ve had requests for a spring poem, for
Shakespeare, Blake, Hopkins, Yeats, and
Larkin, for a Scottish poet, for an American
poet, and even for poems in other languages.
Though my knowledge of French, German and
Russian is pretty superficial, I always liked
learning poems in those languages as a way of
improving my vocabulary. Even so, I think my
accent is probably bearable only to someone
nostalgic for a familiar sound.
Obviously, some days go better than
others, but it’s nice that some of those I see a
second time have happy memories of our first
encounter. One person said he’d never had a
poem read aloud to him before; another, that
it was the nicest thing that had happened in
two days at the hospital.

D E M E NTI A AWA R E N E S S W E E K
To celebrate Dementia Awareness week, the
Trust’s dementia lead, Danielle Wilde, gave
an extremely informative and inspirational
presentation at the last Medicine for Members
event. She spoke about her visit to the
world’s first dementia village, De Hogeweyk
in Amsterdam, and what the Trust is doing
to create dementia friendly environments.
Volunteers were invited to speak and share
their personal experiences in being dementia
companions. Five of our young volunteers
(aged 16-25) shared their experiences
with the audience, doing a fantastic job in
communicating to the audience what it might
be like to work with a patient who is struggling
with their stay in hospital.
For
young volunteer Isabella,
‘actions speak louder than
words was never more true
than with dementia.’

A R E YO U I NTE R E STE D I N
VO LU NTE E R I N G ?
Here at the Royal Free we highly value the time
and commitment donated by all of our volunteers.
To become a volunteer you must be at least
16 years old and you must commit to either 6 or
12 months of voluntary work, 4 to 6 consecutive
hours a week. Please note these restrictions
do not apply to fundraising volunteers. There
is a variety of roles available and appropriate
induction, training and support will be provided.
Get in touch in person, via email, on the phone or
through our website.

Find out more about volunteering:
Visit: Voluntary Services Department office
(next to the Royal Free Charity office on the
front concourse, Pond Street)

Online: royalfreecharity.org/volunteer
Phone: 020 7830 2306
Email: gill.hyatt@nhs.net

5 minute
interview
Volunteer
Hairdresser
Mary

How did you become a hairdresser and massage therapist?

I used to work for the church some years ago before
changing career to train as a hairdresser and massage
therapist. I used to visit an elderly lady during my training
who had Pick’s disease, a rare form of progressive dementia,
and with this illness the lady could only communicate
through a laptop with sound. She was always so happy to
see me when I would come twice a week and do her hair
and nails, and give her a massage. Sadly she passed away
last year.
What inspired you to volunteer at the Royal Free?

I was in the hospital one day when one of the volunteers
gave me a leaflet, and I started volunteering in May 2016.
I applied as I’m comfortable working with the elderly,
having been a carer for many years in Ireland.
What does your role as a hairdresser and massage therapist
entail?

I visit the wards four times a month and wash, cut and
blow dry both women and men’s hair. Sometimes I do nail
shaping and varnishing and I also give massages, which
helps patients to relax. I chat and have a laugh with some
patients and this really cheers them up, helping them
forget their worries and illness, and being away from
home. While some want to chat, others just want to sit
back and enjoy the moment.
Do you enjoy the role?

Very much! The ward staff are all friendly, professional
and welcoming, as are those in the Voluntary Services
office. The clinical staff as well as the patients enjoy having
me visit, and it is nice to see the joy and great happiness on
patients’ faces. I enjoy giving back to the community and
supporting those who are most in need.
Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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royalfreecharity.org/stpeterstrust

St Peter’s Trust for Kidney,
Bladder & Prostate research
part of the Royal Free Charity, under dedicated Fund 543

St Peter’s Trust funds projects aimed at the translation of advances
in the understanding of Kidney, Bladder & Prostate diseases into the
way that patients are cared for. The Trust, established in 1970, took its
name from St Peter’s Hospital in London, founded in the 19th century
for the diagnosis and treatment of urinary tract disease.
Ladies Kidney Research Darts League

The Chadwell crew,
with Sue McBride,
who won the Money
Shield last season and
again this season, and
their trophies.

Gemma McBride

Each year the inspiring Ladies Kidney Research
Darts League holds a prize giving evening in
Basildon, Essex, to which representatives of
St Peter’s Trust are invited. Last year
Peter Worth, accompanied by Sue Maridaki,
gave out the trophies and was then presented
with a very generous cheque, proceeds of the
many darts matches to have taken place during
the year. The League also very kindly presented
Peter with a beautiful engraved bowl to mark
his retirement as Chair of the Trust’s medical
advisory committee. It was a most enjoyable
evening.
Sue McBride’s daughter, Gemma, has renal
failure, is on home dialysis, and is the reason they
all got involved with the Darts League and is why
St Peter’s Trust means a lot to them. One of our
current grants, made this year, is for work on
improving the haemodialysis filtration systems
(see opposite page and website for further
details).
London Marathon 2016

This year Sue Fell (Urology Nurse at UCLH) and
Dan Wood (Consultant Urologist in Adolescent
and Reconstructive Surgery at UCLH), once again
took up the challenge and ran the Marathon in
aid of St Peter’s Trust, raising £4,531 between
them. We are delighted to say that both Sue and
Sue Fell and Dan Wood Dan have offered to run yet again for the Trust
in 2017. If you would like to run next year for
St Peter’s Trust go to royalfreecharity.org/events
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Christopher Woodhouse’s
Retirement Dinner

Lady Sarah Nicholson, former patient of
Professor Christopher Woodhouse, recently held
a dinner party at her home in aid of St Peter’s
Trust, raising much needed funds for research.
We are very grateful to everyone who donated
so generously, coming to a total of £1,459.
Lady Nicholson wrote: ‘Professor Woodhouse’s
retirement led to much sadness amongst all his
patients. He had that unusual quality of being
an exceptional surgeon, and a good listener with
an excellent mind – a compassionate doctor who
went out of his way to do the best for his patients.
He will be much missed, but his input into
St Peter’s Trust will ensure many urology patients
benefit in future from new research.’

Support St Peter’s Trust by donating
Phone: 020 7472 6761 quoting Fund no 543
Online: royalfreecharity.org/stpeterstrust
Cheque: Payable to Royal Free Charity Fund 543
and sent to FREEPOST ROYAL FREE CHARITY
(no additional address or stamp should be added)

R E SE A RC H U PDAT E

Grants totalling £119,277 have been awarded in 2016 for
the following projects and you can find further details of
the research online.
C H RO N I C K I D N E Y D I S E A S E
£21,350 A genome-wide association study to investigate the
aetiology of chronic kidney disease of unknown cause.
Dr B Caplin, Dr H Stanescu, UCL Centre for Nephrology.

I M PROV I N G H A E M O D I A LYS I S TR E ATM E NT
£25,000 Development of novel composite haemodialysis dialyzer
membranes designed to adsorb uraemic toxins.
Dr Ben Caplin

Dr A Davenport, Director of Dialysis Research, RFH,
Dr Kwang-Leong Choy, Director of UCL Institute for Materials Discovery.

R E N A L C E LL C A RC I N O M A
£22,584 Detection and characterization of circulating tumour
cells in renal cell carcinoma.
Dr J de Azevedo Barreiros Briosa Neves, Dr A Nyga, Dr M Tran,
Prof M Emberton, UCL/UCLH Urology, Oncology Division of Science
and Interventional Science.
Dr Joanna Neves

TH E PRO B LE M O F K I D N E Y TR A N S PL A NT
R E J E C TI O N
£25,003 The role of Notch-2 Signalling in antibody-mediated
kidney transplant rejection.
Prof A Salama, Prof H Stauss, UCL Centre for Nephrology and
UCL Institute of Immunity and Transplantation.

PRO STATE C A N C E R TR E ATM E NT
£14,886 Targeted molecular characterization of immune response
in prostate cancer model following minimally invasive therapy.
Dr R Hamoudi, Ms C Moore, Prof A MacRobert,
Miss S De Pinillos Bayona, UCL/UCLH Depts of Urology, Pathology
and Photochemistry/Photobiology.
Dr Rifat Hamoudi with a
lab member doing next
generation sequencing

PRO STATE C A N C E R D I AG N O S I S E Q U I PM E NT
£10,454 Elx50 microplate strip washer equipment for image guided
biopsy and biomarker testing in patients with prostate cancer.
Dr L M C Echeverria, Dr H Whitaker, Mr H Ahmed,
UCL/UCLH Urology & Centre for Molecular Intervention.
Members of the
Whitaker Lab
Stay in touch @RoyalFreeChty
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Online: royalfreecharity.org/events
Email: rf.fundraising@nhs.net
Phone: 020 7472 6761

Santa Run
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For more events information and to book:
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IN ME MO RIAM
D O NATI O N S
Donations have been received from the families and
friends of the following patients in their memory. Our
thanks go to them all.
Roger Allardyce, Perrin Anson, Romanie Astruc,
Panayiota Atkins, Ron Baggs, Colin Barber, Ruth Blair,
Irene Brassett, Andrew Brown, Patricia Burr, Trevor
Carter, Pamela Cook, Fergus Corrie, James Cox,
Bernadette Deegan, Alan Dorricott, Kenneth Drew,
Fiorina Elliott, James Fortune, John Gray, David GwilymWilliams, Shirley Harris, Karen Hart, Malcolm Hodges,
Barry Holcombe, Irene Humphreys, Jill & Les John,
Graham Johnson, Jayant Karkhanis, Guy Llewellyln, Alan
Love, Peter Mendelsohn, Richard Metcalfe, David Mills,
Stephen Newman, Andrea ‘Robyn’ Newton, Robert
Pike, Richard Price, Rubila Qureshi, Adriano Ralli,
Rodney Rance, Dick Riley, Gopal Roy, Derek Sleep,
Celia Taylor, Diane Thomas, Peter Trelease, Carola
Vakil, Brenda Wilford, Edward Willis, Johnny Windsor.

THE ROYAL F RE E
RE C RE ATI O N C LUB

Date: Sun 4th December 2016
Location: Victoria Park, London
Run 5k or 10k to raise money for your chosen
department in the hospital while dressed as jolly
St Nick. Get your friends to sign up and run as
Rudolf and Mrs Claus.
Fundraising target: £100
Registration fee: £22 (including Santa suit, but
you can bring your own festive outfit)

Skydive

Date: Choose your date
Location: Brackley Airfield
Got the guts to jump out of a plane?
Your friends would pay to see that!
Fundraising target: £395
Registration fee: £70

London Marathon 2017

Application closes Fri 28th October 2016
Take on the challenge of a lifetime! If you have a
reason why you want to run the mighty London
Marathon for the Royal Free Charity then get in touch.
Fundraising target: £1,250
Registration fee: £100

…to everyone who donated to
patient services featured in our last
issue – you raised £5,973 in total!

The Rec Club on Fleet Road is open to patients, staff
and the community. It has a fitness room, sports hall,
swimming pool, treatment room, selection of studios
and range of classes. See online for more information
or to hire a room for classes or private events.
Online: royalfreecharity.org/recclub

To receive this newsletter regularly email rf.fundraising @nhs.net

